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giants. After that the whole thing seemed to be slither-
ing into hopelesness, as if Brahms had got stuck in a bog
and the light was going. But then the great moment
arrived. Brahms jumped clean out of his bog, set his
foot on the hard road, and swept the orchestra and the
fierce man and the three foreigners and Mr. Smeeth and
the whole Queen's Hall along with him, in a noble
stride. This was a great tune. Ta turn ta ta turn turn, ta
turn ta-ta turn ta turn. He could have shouted at the
splendour of it. The strings in a rich deep unison
sweeping on, and you were ten feet high and had a
thousand glorious years to live. But in a minute or two
it had gone, this glory of sound, and there was muddle
and gloom, a sudden sweetness of violins, then harsh
voices from the brass. Mr. Smeeth had given it up, when
back it came again, swelling his heart until it nearly
choked him, and then it was lost once more and every-
thing began to be put in its place and settled, abruptly,
fiercely, as if old Brahms had made up his mind to stand
no nonsense from anybody or anything under the sun.
There, there, there there, There. It was done. They
were all clapping and clapping and the conductor was
mopping his forehead and bowing and then signalling
to the band to stand up, and old Brahms had slipped
away, into the blue.
There was a cold drizzle of rain outside in Langham
Place, where the big cars of the rich were nosing onf
another like shiny monsters, and it was a long and dreary
way to Chaucer Road, Stoke Newington, but odd bits
of the magic kept floating back into his mind, and he
felt more excited and happy than he had done when he
had heard about the rise that morning. Undoubtedly a
lot of this symphony concert stuff was either right above

